Internship at iz3w - Information centre third world - https://www.iz3w.org/

iz3w is an independent organization, based in Freiburg, which was founded in 1968. One of the main activities is the publication of the "magazine iz3w - Zeitschrift zwischen Nord und Süd", which takes a critical look at the social, political, cultural and economic relations between North and South. Iz3w is also engaged in political education for human rights and against racism and organizes and runs a radio magazine show, presenting reports and mini-features about events beyond the hegemonic economy of attention. The project freiburg-postkolonial runs an extensive website about the local entanglements of German colonialism in Freiburg. In addition, the house is a place of critical political work: a meeting place for initiatives that are refusing to be complacent with the inequality of global relations.

Fields of activity of the internship:

- Researching and writing texts for the iz3w magazine
- Support of the radio-show “südnordfunk”
- Collaboration in workshops on racism and human rights education for youth and adults
- Social media support
- Administrative tasks

Internship language:
Professional working proficiency in German language is required.

Required application documents
CV & Motivation letter

Qualifications:

Required
- Interest in the topics of iz3w: racism and anti-Semitism, flight and migration, development policy, climate change and resource conflicts
- Talented writer and able to construct compelling narratives
- Ability to work independently

Preferred
- Social media experience
- Good communication skills and the ability to speak in front of people
- A friendly, reliable and interested personality

Possible major(s)/areas of study
Politics / Global studies / Journalism / Writing and digital media / Geography / Sociology / Environmental Sciences / German / Other subjects in the humanities

Learning outcomes:
- Gaining an insight into the work and the topics of iz3w
- Deepen cross-cultural understanding and German language skills